Ruby Developer (m/f/d)
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT | FULL TIME | IMMEDIATELY | HAMBURG

Your tasks
As part of our Tools team, together with Scrum Master and Product Owner, you are responsible for
the development and maintenance of our crucial in-house tools, such as Reseller Onboarding and
Shop Management Tool, ePages Dev Portal, and Sales Analytics App. You keep up to date with
the latest technology trends and utilise your know-how in improving the efficiency, availability and
scalability of these internal systems.

Your profile
We are looking for a developer with a great deal of independence and self-organisation. You will be
given a significant level of responsibility and space to be creative. Does this sound like you?
Web and software development experience
You are skilled in Ruby, Rails, JavaScript, PostgreSQL
You are a GitHub pro
You love to code and fond of clean code principles
You are open-minded to learn new technologies
An autonomous worker and can work under limited guidance
Being a team player who likes to communicate

Nice to have
Familiar with CoffeeScript
Familiar with Jekyll
Knowledge about HTML, Slim, CSS, SASS
Testing tool like Rspec

What we are offering you

Subsidies for transport card, lunch vouchers, private internet usage, and Employer Pension Fund
Individual training budget for conferences, workshops, barcamps, language course
(German/English)
Assistance with relocation or visa application
Flexible working hours and real work-life balance
Laptop for work and private use (Mac/Linux/Windows)
Agile work environment, flat hierarchy, and quick decision-making
An international team from more than 15 countries, company language is English
Team events: internal hackathon, board games, ePages YOU, and many more
Weekly Yoga class during lunch break
Free ePages online shop
Centrally located offices with excellent public transportation
Fresh fruits and drinks

How to apply
Is this the job you are looking for? Then just click on “Apply now”.
In addition, we would like to get an impression of you in action, therefore please send us proof of
work, such as a link to some your projects, or better, open source work such as GitHub or
Stackoverflow, BitBucket, etc.
If you have any questions, just send an email at hr@epages.com or call +49 40 350 188 0.

We are looking forward to getting to know you!
Apply Now
Share this job offer or recommend it via e-mail

